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PRESS RELEASE 

 

  

 

 

Ingolstadt, 06.09.2018: “When’s my parcel finally going to arrive?” This is the main question 

people ask after ordering something online. To make sure customers always know exactly 

where their parcel is, the online shops of MediaMarkt and Saturn in Germany are now 

collaborating with the Munich startup parcelLab. Customers are told directly by the retailer 

everything they need to know about the delivery. They also receive options for short-term 

delivery alternatives and the possibility of direct feedback. Moreover, MediaMarkt and Saturn 

offer customers additional useful information about the items they’ve ordered – including a 

portal devoted to smart consumer electronics. By taking this step, MediaMarkt and Saturn 

intend to further raise customers’ satisfaction with their purchase and also stay in direct touch 

with them after checkout instead of delegating communication to logistics contractors. This 

is enabled by parcelLab’s cloud solution for smart parcel monitoring and focused customer 

communication during the delivery process. 

 

Every month, MediaMarkt and Saturn send up to 400,000 shipment notifications via parcelLab, which 

participated in the first batch of the Retailtech Hub accelerator programme. “Being a multichannel 

retailer, we see ourselves as partners and companions of our customers in all phases of the customer 

journey,” explained Mirko Nägele, COO Purchasing & Supply Chain MediaMarktSaturn Germany. 

“Reliable delivery and accurate communication after purchase are an important aspect in this regard. 

Thanks to smart parcel communication, we can give our customers an outstanding shipping 

experience.” 

 

MEDIAMARKT AND SATURN: IMPROVED 

PARCEL DELIVERY COMMUNICATION FOR 

HIGHER CUSTOMER SATISFACTION  

• Cloud-based parcel tracking provides more detailed delivery information and 

enhanced customer communication 

• Active customer contact during shipment by the retailer 

• Collaboration with Munich startup parcelLab, a participant of the first batch of the 

Retailtech Hub run by MediaMarktSaturn and Plug and Play 
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Excerpt from a MediaMarkt shopping notification 

 

 

The day before delivery, MediaMarkt or Saturn notifies the customer of the planned delivery slot. If a 

customer already knows they won’t be at home, they can immediately choose another delivery option. 

In addition, MediaMarkt and Saturn offer customers further useful information about their purchase. 

For example, buyers of ‘smart home’ devices are referred to the portal smart-wohnen.de, where they 

can find out all they need to know about smart consumer electronics. 

 

If for some reason the courier fails to meet the customer despite a delivery option having been 

individually specified, the system explains the collection options to the customer – and to avoid any 

mishaps, also informs them about the current weather at the collection point! A few days after the 

parcel has arrived, the customer is asked by email whether they are pleased with their purchase and 
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to rate the online shop. And since the whole process is carried out using the typical MediaMarkt or 

Saturn corporate design, customers aren’t put off by an unfamiliar format. 

 

Tobias Buxhoidt, CEO of parcelLab, had this to say: “Most online shops focus on the purchasing 

experience of their web shop and often completely neglect the last mile to the customer. We’re certain 

that our solution provides genuine added value for customers and retailers alike. Customers receive 

detailed information about where their parcel is, while retailers are given an additional communication 

channel helping them boost customer loyalty.” 

 

The startup parcelLab took part in the first batch of the Retailtech Hub accelerator programme. “Via 

our platform, we’re reducing the time taken for startups’ innovations to be used by established retailers 

– to the benefit of their customers. parcelLab is a very good example of how this can be achieved,” 

declared Thorsten Marquardt, Managing Director of the Retailtech Hub. The Retailtech Hub is an 

innovation platform bringing together retailers, brands and selected startups to test and pilot new 

technologies and digital business models. It was launched in August 2017 and is made possible by 

the MediaMarktSaturn Retail Group in cooperation with the Plug and Play Tech Center from Silicon 

Valley and partners the s.Oliver Group, the Schwarz Group with Lidl and Kaufland, and property 

management company Aachener Grundvermögen. The core elements are a three-month mentoring 

programme with special emphasis on business development, and concrete pilot projects. In addition, 

the Retailtech Hub is a network for open communication among companies in the retail sector. 

 

 

About the MediaMarktSaturn Retail Group 
The MediaMarktSaturn Retail Group is Europe’s leading commerce company for consumer 

electronics and related services. It sees itself as a partner, daily companion and navigator for 

consumers in an increasingly digitized world. MediaMarktSaturn and its portfolio of formats and 

brands flexibly respond to the needs of different customer groups and countries. Apart from fronting 

the MediaMarkt and Saturn brands, which comprehensively network their more than 1,000 bricks-

and-mortar stores with online sales platforms, the Media-Saturn Group operates online pure players 

such as iBood as well as the music streaming service JUKE. Moreover, its portfolio includes its own 

brands PEAQ, KOENIC, ISY and ok. Majority-owned by CECONOMY AG, in 2016/17 

MediaMarktSaturn and its approximately 65,000 employees in 15 countries generated total sales of 

about €22 billion. www.mediamarktsaturn.com  

 
 
About parcelLab 

parcelLab offers online retailers efficient technology and implementation for successful post-purchase 

communication – as a white label solution and in the client’s look and feel. The aim is to provide 

buyers with interesting information after checkout and in particular during the entire shipping process 

in order to create a prime shopping experience. Important delivery events and deviations are identified 

thanks to the real-time monitoring of each individual delivery and sent individually by email, text 

message, a personal message in Facebook or within the dealer’s app. This enables companies to 

define and manage the entire customer journey, strengthen customer loyalty, and exploit upselling 

potential by directing customers back to the shop with specific messages. The Munich startup was 

founded in 2014 by Tobias Buxhoidt, Anton Eder and Julian Krenge. These days, the more than 25 

employees already serve over 300 international retailers in 32 countries and 18 languages. 

www.parcellab.com .   
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Please address all enquiries to: 

 
Christian Bölling 

Corporate Communications 

MediaMarktSaturn 

Retail Group 

Tel. +49 (0) 841 634 3320 

boelling@mediamarktsaturn.com  

www.mediamarktsaturn.com 
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